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Introduction
The industrial enterprise neuberger
Holzverarbeitung GmbH., designs,
produces and installes laboratory furnitures. Very early the firm was instructed with repairing work on consisting equipments in chemistry laboratories of all different industrial enterprises of the Mur-Muerz vally. Those
works were the basic unit for the decision, to investigate in the 1950s into
new equipment for chemical laboratories. A mass of special material and
construction knowledge was developed through reorganization of the
old equipments; that rich experience
was the foundation for the begin of a
successful production of new equipment.
On the begining mainly chemistry
laboratories of industrial enterprises
had been equiped, but soon also collages and universities were interested. During the years very special
requests for new materials – e.g. different plastics – have been added,
since the 1980s mainly special equipment for new sciences (Biotechnology, genetic resach, GMP) are demanded, produced by us in Austria
and installed by our fitters in many different countries.

iSince years we produce equipment
for all safety precautions for the use
of biological substances of higher
and highest risk grup, as well as
equipment for GMP-qualification,
clean rooms and radiochemical
laboratories. Our extensive material
knowledge makes it possible that
special equipment for highest chemical and thermical loadings, as they
exist for example in analytic laboratories of the stainless steel industrie,
can be construced and produced sucessfully. A great future of our
equipment is provided and the life
capacity of our equipment is extremly high.
In ergonomical respects we go refound ways. Our enterprise is
proofed every year from the technical control board TÜV , our internal
organization book of technical management and production is prepared
after the ISO 9000 standard.
neuberger laboratoratory equipments are only produced in Austria.

Fume cupbaord with under bench cupboard for
dangerous substances
(pic. above).
Laboratory unit with
worktop with knee room
and wall cabinet unit.
(pic. left)
Laboratory island bench
with energy supply cells
and sinks (next side 1st
pic.).
Laboratory island bench
with energy supply
bridges.
Laboratory sinks and
glass rakes.
(next side 2nd pic.)
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Color design

Equipment for laboratories and simular workrooms should have
a neutral color. Especialy in science work rooms with a mass of
instruments (every instrument producer uses his own design)
and own chemical colors many different colors come together.
There are also the different given dashes of color (as fitting
handels, protection units).
That conglomerate of different, stylistic not susceptible colors
needs a colorneutral equipment.
In the last few years of the european region light, eye friendly
grays for furniture and worktops have been put through.

neuberger uses following standard colors:
Worktops:
Melamin resin

RAL 7035 light gray

Solid stone ware

RAL 7035 light gray

Polypropylene

RAL 7032 flint gray
RAL 7035 light gray
RAL 9010 white

RAL 7004 signal gray

RAL 7032 flint gray
Laboratory tiles unglazed 15 x 15 cm

red-brown,
grouting signal gray

Laboratory tiles glazed, 30 x 30 cm

white or light gray,
grouting signal gray
RAL 7035 light gray

Under bench units and cabinets:
Doors, drawer fronts, sides
RAL 9002 gray white
Edges for furniture fronts
RAL 9002 gray white
RAL 7004 signal gray
RAL 5013 cobalt blue
Handles

Sockle panel

RAL 9002 gray white
RAL 7004 signal gray
RAL 5013 cobalt blue
Stainless steel satin Finish

RAL 9002 gray white

RAL 9010 white

RAL 7004 signal gray
RAL 5013 cobalt blue
RAL 9002 gray white

Steel frame, energy supply cells;
RAL 9002 gray white
RAL 7004 signal gray
RAL 5013 cobalt blue
Fume cupboard-pylons

RAL 5013 cobalt blue

RAL 9002 gray white
Color deviations of the shown original colors
are possible!

Individual-colors after consisting business-logos are for all steel
constructions optional available, as well as special colors for
melamin resin worktops and storage furnitures.
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Ergonomie

Ergonomie 1
Our ancestors knew it since Justus Liebig: For standing work a
support rest is the best solution; it saves the backbone and the
feet, and so it prevents tiredness.
If you use a support rest the knees always hit the under bench
front of normal furnitures. We have built our table so, that there is
knee room even at laboratory tables which are full equiped with
under bench cabinets. We have taken up that old construction
idea and offer it as a ergonomic usefull solution for standing work
(table hight 900 - 950 mm).

Ergonomie 2
Everybody knows the problem:
The back parts of under bench storages are dificult to reach. You
have to go on your knees or squat down to get the needed equipment out of the storage.
There for our optional available top drawer-roller guides are a ergonomical and inexpensive solution.

•
Top drawer shelf
Load-carrying capacity 30 kg dynamic
•
Top drawer floor
Load-carrying capacity 30 kg dynamic
Roller guides with higher load-carrying capacities are available.
•
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Higher safety precaution

All needed equipment can be made for special requests and
made of materials which
•
are wet decontaminable (e.g. with stream jets in
animal sheds)
•
are disinfectable (e.g. large-surface spray disinfection with per-combination, halogen and aldelyde)
•
are sterilizable
Those compact-materials are made of solid plastic (synthetic
resin, thermoplastics), another atvantage is that they can’t
produce a culture medium for mikro-organism. Those compact-materials can also be used for GMP, clean rooms and
radiochemical laboratorys.

Basically following rules should
be followed:
If a laboratory is planed for risk
group S2 (under special constructive conditions a furnitures
made of melamin resin coated
particle
boards
would
be
suitable), the technical equipment
and installations should be
planed so that later with just a
few installations a S3 qualification can be reached (e.g. room
for shower, double filter, supply
air
filter,
waste
water
sterilization).
The equipment should be from
the beginning on the standard of
the S3 risk group, to prevent a
expensive exchange because of
a reequipment from S2 to S3.
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